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EXPANSIONS & CONTRACnONS: SOCIOLOGICAL LABOR PAINS'

Patricia Atcheson Harvey, Colorado State University

THE SOCIOLOGY MISSION
The of the sociologist as interpre-

ter, intervener and arbitrator among i du
als, groups, and society ha~ long been at
issue. It was at first presumed that eventually
sociology wo give birth to a unitary, normal
science par m. As Coleman points out,
Comte had a motivation to influe
course of society. "He had a conce f that
know nd the prediction it would al as
leading to' a ientific anism'" (Coleman
1978 His view was conservative and
group-oriented. cial entists were to serve
as a guiding elite providing the b r ra
tional plan ring about new order from
what he saw as deterioration of existi ial
order. (Bealer 1979:87).

In the ensuing years the concern for
ing guidance within a framework which makes
poss tific humanism" rather than dis
cerning these as irreconcilable terms has
much plagued the discipline.

SOCIAL UTIONISM
Spencer's evolutionary scheme asserts so

cial sele n as concommitant with natural
selection. He foresaw human perfection as in
evit repudiation of state interference
with natural growth of society led hi
pose state aid to the poor who were
should be adter: 41) Private
charity e poor was actuailly fe.r '
ofenha altruism in the sups
rather than providing comfort fo
He saw it as the task of sociolog
course of evolution, not attempt t
course. Andrew Car and
reneurs embraced this happy j
their unimpeded by
lion erence toward great
ness succe eed Spencer's
government regulation have too
resurgence of his ilosophies.
(Timasheff and TheOOorson: 197644).

less en likely to be· currently
mounted Darwinist of
Spencer'a er for improving the race'
through eliminating widows, orphans e
old. (Mlllrtindale: 1981' 167). Their "survivalist

views" were incompatible with the con
social equality.
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Others progress to their own "advanced" societies,
d comparative historical data in the
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functional structures servi the legitimation experts may also surface as reve-
id ts. All institutions and legiti-

human products notexternal to in-
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o-sociology" in I. L.
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